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AFTER MUNICH
THE UNITED FRONT
OF THE INTERNATIONAL PROLETARIAT
AND OF THE PEOPLES AGAINST FASCISM

By GEORGI DIMITROFF

T THE, time when the Soviet people, freed from api&t

AAw

celebrates the twenty-ht anniversary of the
great socialist revolution which i&d
a mushing blow on
the first world imperialist war, millions of people in the a@t a k corn& are falling viaim to sanguinary fascist brigsndage. The fascist misaeants are driving mankind ever deeper
into the abyss of a new imprialist war.
Long before the present even+ Gmrade S t a h repeatedly
uttered the warning that the f&t Lpwraments were p q a r ing a new imperialist carnage. In January, 1934, from the
d u n e of the Seventeenth Conof the C.P.S.U., Comrade
Stalin declared:
as in 1914 the partits of b e l k imperiaIism, the parties of war and reyawhe are coming into & fwegmund.
"Quite dearly thrngs are moving towards a new war!'*

*

Stdin, R e p to du Scvtntcenrh Cmgrc~bof the CPSU., in
S U C V ~k ~W , p. 10, International P u M i s , New York.
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Subquently, on March 1, 1936, in
ard, Cormrade Stalin stated:

a

talk with Roy How-

"In my opinion there art two seam of war danger. The i m t
isintheFarEast,inthernneaf Japoralthaveinmindtbe
mmcrous reatunents -madeby Japanese militaqr men cantataitring
h e a m a w t & powmr. The seed seat is in the zone of
Gtrmany.
At preseat the Far &tern s t a t of danger reveals
tbe p a t s t d v i t y . H o m ~ t the
, m t t r of this danger m a y

...

shift to

Empe." *

In August, 1935, the Seventh Congress of the Gmmunist
International, guided by Comrade Stalin's Matxist-Leninist
analysis of the international situation, c h a r a c t e d the plans
of plunder of Germ- f
k in the foUowing way:
m e advmtutist p h of t
k German fat&& are very farreaching a d count on a war of revenge against France, dismmbttment of ~ ~ o v a k i anatgation
a ,
of h t t i a , destructinn
of the +&me
of the Baltic Sara, which they arc striving
to convert into a base for attack on t
b Soviet Uaioa, and the

wresting of the theit Ulcraitle from the USS.R. They are
+ding
c o b & and am endeavoring ao stir up sendment itl
favor of a world war for a new repartition of the world!'

**

The entire course of events has shown how correct the Cornmuaists were when rhey wuttded the alarm regadmg the on.
cmning danger of war and issued thc timely d l to the working people to resist fascism on tbe h
is of a united people's
front.
h 1935 I d y atracked Ethiopia. Fascist Germmy, in its

* T k Stdh-Huwmd Intmicw, p. 5, Intemaeid PubliPhcr~,
** Rtsoltlths Of the S m t h Congress of the Communist Inter-

N
e
w Yo&

m t h d , p. 41,

Workers Library Publiisher~,New Yo&,
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the Vemaillm Treaty, intduad
c o d p t i o n , militarized the Rhineland and transformed it
into a military base from which to strike a blow at Franea
Then it forcibIY occupied Austria, seized the $ u W a n d ,
took poss&on of all the military-strategic pitions of
CzeMwakia, achieved its dismemkm~tin the endeavor
to transform CzechoslovaJa into its virtual co!ony.
h the s u m m ~of~ 1936, the &g circles of Germany and
Italy, having &st provoked a f a d s t p u d in Spain, organized armed intervention against the S@h repubk They
drafted r h e t reg& troops and an enormous quantity of
military equipment to Spain and dispadcd their navies to
blockade the Spanish republic, and to w e their damhation in the Mebterratlean. For nvo years &
I
k e n and
German d l e c y men have be& red*
Spsnish towns to
rubs, sIaughtering Spaaisb women and chddren, k h m g
with blood the soil of the Spanish people, whose d y wish
is to be masters of their own home.
A no less nefarious war for tbe conquest of China is being
waged by the Japanese fascist militarists in the Far East
against the Chinese people fighting for its independence.

tum, arbitrarily tote up

"AU&sefactsgo~o&wthat&edim~twar
Bas in fact already begun. Ic has kgun & t i d y ,
&t
war being declared. S t a and
~
have somehow impcr
cep&ly crept into the ohit of the second imperialit war. War
has been begun in Merent parts of the globe by three
give s t a d e fasciPt ruling drdes of Gemany, ?dya&d
Japan. War b being waged over a tremendous nrpanse from
Gib&r to Shanghai. War Aas already succeeded ia drawing
ovet five hundred d o n people into its
In the last
am&
it is b i n g waged against the c a p i a t htmesb of
Britain, France, the USA, sittoe ia object h to sccune the re
partition of the world and of s p h m of 510to the ad-.

+

&.

5

rage of the aggregpive countries and a t the expense of that
socalled d-tic
mta.
imperkht war i$ for
T h e d h b a i v t feature bf the
& timt being, that it i being waged a
d devcby the
aggressive' powers, while the other pow-, the '-tic'
porn= &t
whom in fact the war is 4
pretend that she
war is no concern of theirs, wash their hands of it, back out of
it, bud heir own pcaceabheas, rail at the fascist a
m
and , stepby &step yield their own positions to the agpamc%at
the m e rimt wrting that t h y ate preparkrg to resist."

..

*

Why has this reries of wguirrary i&t crimes become possible? It has become possibt because the ruling circles of the
d e d democratic states have s y s t e m a M y retreated before
the fascist aggressors.
Italian fh
was adowed to attack Ethiopia with irnpunity. It not only enslaved Ethiopia, but also hurled itself
against Spain. Geman fascism was permitted to militarize
the &eland
without hindrance. It made use of this to fa11
upon Spain. Tben it engulfed Austria and crushed Gmhoslwakii. The ~ a ~ a n efreebooters
&
were enabled tu seize Manchuria and the Northern pmvinces of China. With growing
i a s o k the Japanese militarists embarked upon a war to
conquer the whale of China Step by step the eounwies of
"great Western demoaacf retreated before the f&t plunderers. Step by step the fascist
strengthened their
positions, increased th&r aggression, resorted to new acts of
violen* and at the same time used all this to draw the noose
ever tighter around the neck of their own peopla.
Yer tke governments of the bourgeoikdemoaatic countries
possessed adequate means wherewith to bar tht road to the
fascist 08ensive and to avert the outbreak of war. They were
in a position ta eurb the fascist aggressors by the joint action

* See History of tk CJ.S.U., pp. 31819, Russian edition.
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of the states, members of the League of Nations, interested
in mainmining peace. They w&e in a position to do so by
employing Amcfe 16 of the League of Nations coven an^
which provides for collective action @st
violators of the
peace. They were in a position to do so by applyiq economic
sanctions which would inevitably have compelled tbe governments of Germmy, Italy, Japan, which do nor possess adequate raw marerial and hnancial rcsourees, to remat in face
of the resolution of those who are interested in the maintenance
of peace.
Such action to secure the maintenance of peace would have
been supported with enthusiasm by aU peoples, who want
neither the bondage of fascism, nor the homrs of war. Undoubtedly, such action would bave been greeted by the masses
of the peoples of the fasdst countries themselves, who are
groaning under the yoke of fascist batbarism. A powerful
movement of the people would have been the most effective
means against thc instigators of war.
However, the bourgeois governments did not put the system of oolIective security into operation. They did not do so
bemuse they did mot wrmt to. They did not want to do so
because their po!q is determined by the reactionary imperialist
circles which, out of fear of the growth of the working c b
movement in Europe, of the mowmeat for naaonal liberation
in Asia, out of hatred for the land of sodahi, sacrificed to
fascism not only fweign countries and peoples, but a h the
interests of their own peoples. In the name of theit m w
class imperialist interests they yield rbe smaIl nations to be
rent asunder by fa&,
thereby facilitating the further aggression of the f&t governments. They supported German
f&
because they w a n d in its person to have a Ewopemr
gendarme that saaagles every demoaatic movement of the
masses of the people.
'3

So as to arrive at agreement with Gtrmaa faxha, the
haughty ringleaders of these impw&t Eirdes not only did
not spare the prestige of t
h "great powers" they repteseq
but also underwent mch p e r 4 humilktion at the hands of
the fascist dictam* as though they were speaking on behalf
of ~ ~ l n talready
r i ~ ~defeated in wat. And vain are all tbeit
endeavors now to cover up their terrible respnsibdity to the
people by the'i lying equivocations to the effect that by h d m g
the Itnee to the fagcisr &tors
they were saving the cause of
peace, were saving E u q e and m&d
from the horrors of
war.

rhe stages of fascist aggression and of the d a s h ing of imperialist war only tk grerlt Soviet Udon pursued d firm poiicy of pme. Had the other states accc-ptsd tfit
p+
of the Soviet govwnment regarding a collective
repulse to the aggreMor, peace would have been preserved.
Millions of peupk would nor have been hurIed, as now, by
the fascist war incendiatieq into the bloody shambles of destruction by war.
During the onslaught on Ethiopia, the Soviet Union, as
&it
from other countries, consistently operated the economic sanctions estabhbed by rhe League of Nations .in relatiw to fascist M y . From the very beghhg of the military
intervention against the Spanish republic, the Soviet Union
declared for m l u t e collective action by dl h e c o d e s
beIonging to tbc League of Nations, against the Gennan and
Italian violaaors.
On more tban one A
n the Soviet couptry came out
against the policy of m d e d nm-intervention, which in fact
rnmt the application of a blockade on r e p d h a Spain and
8

AT AU

has enabled the interventi&
to i n d u c e their t r q and
military suppb for the nnnihilation of the S@sh ~
1
and get off scot ftee.
Whm the Italian pirates began to sink metrhant phip in

the Mediterranean, the SoPiet government mfutelp du
rnanded an end to the pitacy and brought about the condusion
of the well-known Npm agremwnt which was direaly aimed
at the protection of peaceful merchaat navigation. At the
Assembly of the kague of Nations and in its d o n s ,
in the ~ U e Non-Xntedw
d
Ommime, everywhere, only
the Soviet Union has m m c m d l y defended the just =use of
the Spanish people.
At the B
d Conference summoned in wnneaion with
the onslaught of the Japanese militarism on China, the Soviet
Union insisted on the -tion
of a poliq of c o k t i w re
p& to the Japanese invaders. The Chinese people knows
that it has in the Soviet people its unswerving friend, the
advocate of the sowkgtity, integrity and independence of
Qlina.
When Gertoan fascism m o d ia troops into Austria, the
Soviet Union ppd to the governments of the other states
that they & joint action a@st the &trary conduct of the

f h .
E v e q M y is aware of the p i t i w adopted by & Soviet
Union w h Geman f
h was brandishing the knife over
Gdmdovakia, wbep the Polish and Huqprh vuItures fastened thtw daws into the living body of the Cmchoshvak
paop1e. Xn accwKtanoe with rht agreement aoncIudad with
G x h o ~ l o d h the
, Soviet U h &wed to the whole world
that it was ready to eom& to rhe a s s i s m of &&do&
and to futfifl its obbgahm as pm&d for in this treaty.
T h e Soviet govmmmt a h warned Poland that an attack
by it on ~ ~ l w a kd
i a entail the automatic -Ila9

%

tion of the n o n - a e o n pact between Poland and the Soviet

U h
Tk whole world

knows how the Soviet Union arumred

rhe invasion of Soviet territory at Lake Khasan by the Jap
an= samurai By a cmhing bghming blow at the J a p provocraeeurs, the army ,of the land of &showed how
to employ mmed force to gumd the cause of peace.
The Soviet Union pursues its policy in the interests of the
genthe defense of world pace, in the interests of the
working pmple of a 1 munttie8. I t s peace policy comqmnds
to the aspirations of aU peoples. The Smiet Union is the
powerful buttress of the struggle against wars of conquest,
small nations and weak countties
against fascist aggression and imperiatist enslavemeat. In its
struggle for p e e the Soviet Union bases itself on the might
of victorious sacidim. Every new socialist factory is a new
forcteas i
n the stnrggIe of the peopk of all counuies against
fascism. Every flourislung collective farrn is a new blow at
the dark forces of reaction. Every sumas of the
cowt r y strengthens rhe p w e r of the working people throughout
the world The d t u r t and science of the Soviet country are
placed at the ge&
of the whole of m&d.
The land of
socialism is tke staunch bulwark of the bration struggle of
the working people throughout the world, the most important
factor in rallying the forces of the international working class
and of the d - f a s d s t people's front. T k moral md political
unity of the Soviet H e increarer the great VituI fmte of
i n t e r n a r i d solidariry m m g the working M e .
Amid the general anxiety, confusion and tmcerminty as to
the morrow that reign in the capitalist world, only the Soviet
people h k &y
into ehe future. Steadfastly and confidently
the Soviet Union is completing tbe construction of socialist
society and advancing to communism. Every day brings to the
10
the unfading defender of

working people of the capitalist world ever m w roofs of the
correctness of the path being followed by the gtmt Soviet
people under the banner of Marxism-The entire
tremendous struggle of the Party of ~ - S t a l *for
i so&,
for the socialist industriahtion of the country, for the mlleaiviaacian of yeasant farming, &e struggle against the host
of enemies, the rooting our of the Tro&yit~B&inite
agents of fascism in the U . S S R 4 this is inmasingly
a88uming its place in tbe minds of the intematioad working
class as their very own cause, the =use they hold most dear.
The w M e of working trrmtkind is ritaIIY interested in the
$I-mound cmolidatimr of the Soriet Union, in the resolute
strengthening of contdcts between the p d Soviet people dnd
the working class und peoples of the cupiralist cwntries. Herein lies also the m s r imporrmt g t m d e e of the s w r e s ~ u l
struggle rlgrtinst f d s t dggresrbn, for world p e e .

IT

WOULD be a most dangerous delusion at the present time
for the laboring masses and the peoples to believe the false
~ro-fascistlegend that it is peace that has been secured at: the
price of the predatory dim&rmeat of
that
German f
e has by this act of violcompleted the
f u l f d h t of in program of aggression in Europe and that
the peopks may sIeep in tranquilli~&hout grievous thougha
about new onsbughts by fasckq whicb menace their Lbcrty
a d indepeadeace. OnIy a c a m p h in the fascist crimes,
ody deceivers of the peopks or hapeIe88 politid&&b
can spread such a legend No person in his ri&
wiU
deny that it is p d y since the Munich plots that the effrontery of the f k t a g g m m x s has i m m d y inere&
And it could not bt othtmk. For C;erman f
h has bees

~~

I1

pmmted by the d o n a r y British and French bourgeoisie
with new, ex@naUy
favorable military-strategic and ecoaomie psitiom for the further developmtnt of ies a e o n .
The fact should be clearly appreciated that the quatioa
has h d y p a d beyond the bounds of the arbitrary revision
of the V d e s Treaty by the fascist states. W h t is dt issue
u a rn repmtitiun of tk globe. What is at issue is not only
the redisbtion of the existing colonial pwsbtls. Fascism
is placing on the order of the day the quatiom of the repmtition 4Europe itself, of the colonization of a number of European states and the imperialist enslavement of a number of
European PPIS
The f d t beasts of prey t h u d v e s cb not consider it necesendeavors. The
sary to conceal the course of &
map circulated by the f&ts after ttw occupation of tht
Sucktenhd clearly demmstratw the p h of G e m fascism. It tums out that a c m d h g to the schedule oudined in
this map, the spring of 1938 was to see settled the fate of
Austria; the autumn of 1438-d & c h o s I o v ~ ; the spring
of I939 is to see a blow s
d at Hungary; in the autumn of
1939 the object of plunder is to be Pooland; preparations are
being made for a b h in tfie spring af 1940 at Jugoslavis;
in the autumn of t-1
Rum& and B u l w h the
spring of 1941-Franq Begum, Holland, Denmark and
Switzerland are to be the objects of a fascist &&t;
in
the autumn of 1941 fadst G e m y p h its attack on the

u.s.sR
F&,

&

we 'ham ftom

this map that

Geman fasdsm

" ~ W S I y pIacca
"
at the disposal of fascist Iraly a
big part of Spain, the Southern districts of France,
a big p r t of Turkey, Syria, P&tine and Nwth Africa
Naaarally, thm is a great deaf in rhis that is undoubtedly
the f h of unrestmined fascist fantasy. It s&ce.s, however,
12

h the disruptive activity of Gtnaan and Italian
fasdsm in the British and F r e d
as well as in
Eumpe and in orher pam of the world, to become c o n 4
that the f
h arc d y
worlring to put tbest or similar

to o

plans into operation.
Geman fasdsm is inundating &cc.Lorraine
with its
agents. On France's
frontier the German fascists
are engaged in intensive activity to establish bases for a blow
at France. Fascist ageam are i&&g
=paratist movements
among the Slovaks and Ukrainians ia GeEhwlwakia, are
conducting disruptive work in Jugaslavia, Rumania, in the
Balkans. They are preparing the next blow against Lithuania
and the other Baltic states, The intrigues of German fascism
in the Scandinavian and other couatries, the p w a t i v e
putsches in the Latin American countries, the extensive
espionage activity in the U.S.A.4 thw are W in the
g e d chain of the fascist oPensive. The Palish f&
who
have %ungthemselves like-ja&Is on the torn body of Czechoslovakia and are baring their teeth at Lithuania, are themselves, by their policy of plunder, subjecting the independence
of Poland to the menace of a blow from insatiable Gennan
fascism,

But the frxrcisr plunderers me mkoRing without the host.
The peoples hme by no m c m yet smd their decisive wmd.
The fascists may rob and ma riot lilce bri&aads in the MiddIe
A g q because they have not yet inet the host fully armed
This host is the peoptes and, .ptimatily, the working class.
When one day they gather their force and deal a c h m i m d
blow to the plmderers, the world w i l l see dl the answagger and comeit of thwe *bid Aryan d o q M &
=re the I i v a gut of cowardly h d w e m in the countries of
bourgeois demo~aey.
Never yet, since t
k end of the world imperialist war, has

f3

.

and
the hatred felt for the warmongers k e n so
strong as at the present time. A wave of popular indignation
against rhe vile deeds of fascism is rising in a11 countries. The
movtment to repuke the fasdst ag%rasors found clear expression in the days when the plotters in M d were tearing
to piecee and pacri6cing to fascism the dtured democratic
Czechoslovak republi~.Millions of peoples rose in its defense
in rhe most important countries of the world
h Great Britain for many days big meetings took place
which demanded the defense of Czechoslovakia. A number
of the b i t trade unions, social organizations, repreentat i v e of the intelligentsia, outstanding pblic figures came
forward with the demand for a collective repulse t o the fascist gaagsters, They insiseed on the unibtion of the forces
of Great Britain, France and the Soviet Union t o aid (=zechoslovakia. Very infIuential British newspapers published tens
and hundreds of letters fmn their readers protesting agaiast
rhe betrayal of Czechoslovakia by the British bourgeoisie.
Thousands of such protests were sent to newspaper editors.
The Executive Committee of the Cooperative Party, speaking
an behalf of dve million membeq demanded of the B r i d
government that it caU parliament and come to the aid of
mrw10vakia.
After the return of the British National Guncil of Labor
delegation from Paris, where a conference kd taken place
with the leaders of the French trade unions, several thousands
of mass meetings were held throughout Great Britab, directed
against the policy of bowing and scraping to German fascism.
T k protest movement grew daily.
In the United States of America, despite the resistance of
prefascist circles which prodaiin the poky of d k d isohtionism, the movement in supprt of Gdmslovakia attained
particularly big dimensions. Representatives of organizations
14

of 21 nationalities (Czechs, SIovaks, Setbs, R
A and
others) sent mcmges to the President of the U.SA, demanding that the KelIogg Pact be f w e d , and that the
tern of collective security bt put into operation in defense
of G m h s l o d m . Similar d e m h were put forward by
representatives of d
l
,
trade union, aad ather o&tion~,
and by many ourstanding men of science and culture. In a
number of towns "Save &&slodk"
Committees were
established. The meetinp o r g a k d to protest against the new
ondaught by fascist Gemany amacced enornous n d a
of people. In some of the biggat centers of the coutltty
( C k g o ) hugz d e m ~ a o n stook place in w U hundreds of thousands of people @pd
In France a wave of indoor and outdmt meetings, of dmonstrations against the Munich m
t tmk
throughout the country. Not only trade union and public organizations, but also authoritative miiirary cirdes dedared the need
for suppo*
Woslwakia.
Even in such countdes as Jugoslavia, Bulgaria and Poland,
where an openly &nary
regime, &ts, the masw of the
people found ways and means of expressing their sympathies
for &chosIovakii and of Mnniag forward in its defense
against the German onslaught. Fwm distant Australia, representatiw of trade unions -a
the Geettoslovak people
with a promise of aid in a of war with Gemany.
The Czechoslovak em&
ia the European c a p i d re
ceived an enormous number of letters eonmining e x p k o m
of these mtiments. Thousands of people expressed tkii desire to roluntee for sewice in the CztrhosLwak mmy.
There was not a single cultured spot in the world where the
just indignation of ehe progressive d
m of the population
against the Munich plotters did not find expression.
The popular movement attained particularly great dimen15

+

siwls after the Municb agreement. The masses are mote atld
mote tealizinp; the real meaning of the poIiEy of the ruliag
diques which is directed towards retreating before f h .
The smokescreen created by the pro-fascist circles and their
representatives in the d m g spheres, d s t e d by a number of
ieaaiwary kaders of the Second Intemtional and of the
International Federation of Trade Unions, and designed to
convince people that peace was aIIegdy saved in Munich, is
beginaiag rapidly to d;aw1ve.
And now it is easy for everybody to visu& what a tremendous force could have emerged from thm movements
if the working class of the most important countries, primarily
France? Britain and the U.S.A., and the organizations of the
intetnatioaaI proIe&at had taken united and determined action against the robber agreement arrived at in Munich. This
force cadd bare prevented tk Munich agreement, could
h e rendered impossible the mime committed against Czechslw4ia and could h v e driven the unbridled fascist robbers
fm back.

F A DEEP and careful analy& is made of what has taken

Ifioaal

place after Munich it reveals two basic trends in interna-

pI;ddevelopment.
First, the further d u c t of the policy e p e d in the
Munich plor, thc @icy of agreement between German and
Italian fascism, on the one hand, and the impetialist cbqw
I of Great Britain and Frame on the other; an agreement directed a+t
the vita interem of their own peoples, against
the powly protecred nations and countriq against the international b r movement, against democracy and p c e ,
against the great land of s o d i s m
16
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Second, the development of the movement of the working
class united front, of the united front of the peoples against
this bandit agreement, against fascist aggression, in defense
of world pThe b
t trend leads to the divis'in and enslavement of
Spain and Chins, to the enslavement of other p p h , to the
intensifimtbn of colonial skvery, to the further unleashing
of imperialist war.
The second uend leads to the d r y of the Spanish and

Chinese

over the fascist invaders, to the consolidation

of the liberty and independence of the malI nations, to the
curbing of the fascist a v r s and to the %u;uantetiagof

world peace.
There can be no doubt that it is p r e k l y this second trend
that wrresponds to the inof the working class a d of
the peoples of aU countries. But for it to triumph, it is n e e
sary that reaction at home be d
d in the lands of bourgeois democracy, that the policy of capitulation to the fascist
aggressors be stopped; gow~mentsare necessary that base
themseIvw on the masses of the people, that reckon with their
interests and their wishes, governmeno that are ready to fight
against the fascist enemy from without
But the ruling cirda of Britain and Fraace are endeavoring by every possible means to hinder tb.They undersmd
only too well that their bettqd of Cw.choslo&
the further wion of the rlgrement wifh fascism, on the one
hand, and th int-ficdtion of reation at hon the other,
rtre two sides of one and the srrme medrtl.
For the ruling circles of Brit& and France to be able to
mrry thmugh the policy of agreement with fasdmq they need

the working daais in theit countries hand and h r .
And they have dready begun a drive against demmtic

to tie

liberties, against the working ciasa and its or@tions.

I7

In France the Radical Parry Congress showed quite dearly
haw the French partners of the fascist aggressors are p r o p ing to carry through the oflensivqlanned in Munich
against democracy and peace., against the interem of the pm
letariat and of all working people.
The drive against the social gains of the working people
won on the basis of the People's Front, the new h a n d demes, which place tremendous burdens on the backs of the
working people, the atrack on the People's Front, the plans of
remgnizimg Franco, and of agreement with fascist Italy aimed
at strangling the Spanish republic, the encouragement of disturbances by the f k t bands of Doriot and de la Roogue,
the unleashing of the anti-Communist c a m p a i ~ l these
l
are links in a 3ing1e chain. The m l i circles of the French
boutgeoisie axe tramphg underfoot, in the most shameless
fashion, the national interests of the French people against
whom their age-old enemy, German imperiali, is preparing
its blow.
Xtl Britain the partners of Gerrnan fascism are seeking for
ways whereby m crush the voice of the opposition press and
of criticism, so as to prevent the concentration of the democratic forces, to hinder the advance of the labor movement.
They are iatenslEjing the exploitation of the working class
under the guise of work for %ational defense." They baw
endorsed the seizure of Ethipia by Italian fascism.
At the time when ever new traasports of interventionist
troops and equipment are being conveyed to Spain, they in& with unpdralleled cynicism and despite the obvious truth,
that Italian fascism is recalling its "volunteers." They calmly
permit the sinkmg of British ships by the fascist interventionists. They are preparing the enslavement of the Spanish people by a new rcbber agreement with Hitler and MussoIi
They are enmuraging the reactionary forces in other countries
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in every possiblc way, by deliberately weakening the defensive
power of the p p l e s of these countries against f k t aggression.
The most important lesson of the recent events is precisely
that unless the reactionmy imperielist cliques rtnd capihlators
in one's o m corsntry me curbed, it is impossible to c u ~ bthe
unbridled fascist inbaderr, it is impossi~eto conduct a mccesiful shuggle in defense of :he liberty and independence of
the peoples and universdi perlce.
The defense of world peace, the defense of the peoples
against m e d fascist aggression cannot k achieved by wordy
padfist declarations and invocations. W h t is needed is active
struggle, resolute resistme. The onsIaraght of armed fascism
must be countered by the mailed fist of the ~ e o ~ l a
The working r h and its Communist vanguard is the most
resolute and consistent adherent and champion of peace. But
thii does not at all imply that it stands fat peace at any price,
that it is willing to haad over its own p p I e and its country
to the fasdst vultures "in the interests of peace." He who
desires the establishmept of red and lasting peace must employ aII possible forces and means to f ght against the fascist
piunderem and ensIavers. He must mlutely oppose the policy of agreemen: with the fascist aggfessors, and cast aside
capitulatars and accomplim of the fascist a g p w r s , who
mislead the people with their false paciht homilies.
In the light of the international situation that has developed after Munich the proletariat and working masses of aU
countries are duedy confronted with politital tasks of tremendous import;lnce.
These tasks may be briefly reduced to the following:
To frustrate the p o l i of tk bandit agreement between
the fascist aggressors and the imperialist clique of Britain and
France;
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To offer reduke resistace in the countries of bourgeois
dmmmcy to reaction which is raising its head and is aimed
at the social achievements of the working people, at demo-

Iiberties, at the fabor movement;
T o errsrste the victory of the Spanish and Chinese peoph
aver the fascist vultures;
To protect tk Czechoslovak &e
and rhe p m p h of the
small countries zgainsr foreign enslavement;
Ta render all pssibk d ~ s i s t a c eto the working dass and
to tfie peoples of the fascist countries in their struggle &t
the dictatorship of the fagangstem and incendiaries of
cratic

war.

All of these tasks are indkdubly connected But pat.
ticukly impoftant is the Spanish question. Under no circumg t a a c a must a rcptition of Mimich be permitted. The appliation of the villainous M
d mehod must not be permitted with regard to the Spamsh people.
AU the necessary forces are at hand for the solution of
thw tasks. All that ir necessmy is that t i e forces be bought
into action. It would be &mit in post-war political history
to h
d another such moment, as the present one, when the
interests of the working Ass, peasantry, petty bourgeoisie
and the inteIligeatsia, when the intetasts of the small nations,
of the dependent and colonial countries, when the interests of
culture and science, the interests of peace and democracy so
mincided and mergd in a common current against fascism,
the worst enemy of mrfilrind This is quite a real bads for tbe
eitblishment of the united front of the working cluss and of
the peoples of all countries against facist barbmism dnd the
incendimies of imperiulist war.

THE

decisive mle in the establishment of a powerfd united
front against fascist aggression and b r i d g e belongs
to the intmnational prdet&t.
The entire course of b r i d
development brings the worEng class fonvard as the initiator,
q a n b z r and leader of this front.
The working dass is the most advanced dam and the paramount fora of m o b society. Its vanguard unit bas won
viaory over the dark forces of tsarism and capitalism on a
sixth part of the earth, and has built up a new, sociaist t
m
aety. The international working dass is supremely &rested

in f d y smashing t
k & of apitalist expbihtion and
&very throughout the world It is the most irreconcilable
enemy of fascism and of alI reaction, the most resolute and
consistent iighter agaihst a~ oppression and d v w n e n t of
peopIes, against all kinds of wars of pluader.
The working cHss is the b a c k b e of the people. Thanks
to i~ decisive role in the productive life of the country, to its
numbers, im concentrated and organized character, it is the
stauudest bulwark of tht liberty and independence of the
country.

The working class is the only dass in modern society that
is armed with the mast advanced science of ~
with the great teachings of Marx, En&
Lain and Stah,
that i h m h t e the path of struggle against the form of fascism md war, against fascist batbarb and capitalist slavery.
AU this places a historic responsibitity on the working dass.
If it is to f d f d its role of initiator, organizer and leader of
the common front of alI the anti-faseisr f o m of the world,
it must realize its own strength rmd be able to tuilize this
enomow strength to rally t o g e t k dl who work by hand and
brain.
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Ofexceptional significance is the counsel of the great LRnin
that the working class needs, first and foremost, to
f&tb in its own forces, to smash the accursed Uusion that
the peoples ate unablc to manage without the ldership of the
bourgeoisie, without &I &sa deciding their fate. The working clctrr must become profoundly imbaced with tk co~~sriowness of the need resolutely to tdke the lead of the popuhr
?n#em#t against fdscinn.
?'he tteachery towards C%eEhoslo&a
and the Munich
plot once again show most convincingly that the working dags
m m o t place the conduct of foreign d a r s md the defense
of the cowtry, ancontrolled, in the hands of a bourgeois government, at rhe mercy of the imperialist diques and the fiaanEial magnates.
Life imperatively demands d m it bemme the task of the
working dms itself ro get the solution to t h e questions. The
questton of war and peace must be decided by the masses of
the peopIe and ptimarily by the working dass. The masses of
the people have been regarded in the capitalist countries
merely as an instrument in & hands of the ruling c h a
They have been hurled into rhe abyss of war in the name of
the interests of the impedist bourgeoisie. And there is the
&ire once mote to use them in the way that pleases the taskmasters of the eapitaIist countries. But the working class is
vitally iawrested not to place its fa$ the fate of its country,
in the hands of the nJlng dasm. It is time that the wide
masses of the prdetdriat and the people understodd that in
modern cdpit~lirts&ty
t h e is no force other than the
working cldss that ir cap.61~of taking on itgel/ the ledding
role, the role of true, staunch and thoroughly consistent fighter

+

aguinst foreign fascist invasion.
The ruling dasses, beaded by their imperiaht upper clique,
have, in the past, made, and now make, the starting point
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their own mercenary class interests. History knows of dozens
of examples when $ese classes betrayed their poples, their
country to foreign enslavers, so as to mahtaia their position
as exploiters and property privileges. The Munieh agreement
is a new and graphic example in this respect.
The working dass has not, and caanot haw any hterests
save those of the people in the struggle against fascist a g g r e ~
sian. This foUows from the very position of the working cIass
in boutgeois countries. Every blow to the cowry, to the
people dealt by the fascist br@& is primariIy a blow at the
toiling masses, at the working class. The example of Czechoslovakia is -ely
eloquent testimony of this. The capituhtory seaions of the Czechoslovak bourgsoisie, who played
no dpart in the yielding of their country to be

by German fascism, ace rapidly &ding a common h g u a g e
with this b r u d enemy of their country. The blows of fascism
are fding with full force on the pople, w the working cIass.
The necesPgty lessons must be drawn at once from all this.
And the Comtnwim will not tire of explaining to the masrie%
and primarily to the working CIWL its xoIe and obliprim in
the defense of theii country agajnst fascist aggression.
But for the working dass to rally together and consolidate
the pop& mowmat: againat fascism, it must first and fore
most estabiirh unity in its awn rmrks. The d e s of working
dass unity, rhe enemies of t6e atlti-f&t
people's front, w b
ever they may be, whatever the masks behiad which they canteal thtmselvea, must be rutMcrsly exposed md ourted ar scconspli~esof r~acrionut h e a d of the fascist aggmms.
At the present c x c e g ~ responsible
y
moment, one must
not Iimit oneself to the mere propagandizing for working b
unity. T d q , &ready, d y must bt e s t d i r k d in practice,
meepiig aride dl1 obstrlcle~in its path. One must not delude
oneself with the idea that working dass unity can be brought
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about without a struggk against its opponents in the ra& of
the l&r movement itself, agdnrt the emtier of the knd of
sociaIism, against the b e e s of b o u r p ' s infrtrence into the
r& of the M e t m i a t , aganrt the Trotskyite md dl1 sorts
of 0 t h agents of fuscimr.
There are quite a number of people in the ranks of the
Sadist Parties and the trade union organizations who smd
for working class unity, condemn the policy of retreating before the fascist aggressors and are ready to oppose them--a
stand demanded for the defense of the interah of the working people, by the interests of the peoples whose liberty and
independence are menaced by fascism. And the number of such
people is growing and wiU continue to grow. But they only
consider it possible to lead their organizations along the path
of the united front, along the path of struggle against the
fascist aggressors and their aceomplica withim their own countries, providing it meem with the agreement of the Cittines,
the Spa& and ocher such leaders who are stubbornly o p p o d
to both the cause of unity and the policy of struggle against
fascist aggression.
These people think they can persuade thtir leaders to change
thek policy by admonitions and eortations. But this is ap
illusion, a dangerous and harmful illusiw, T h r d m a r y
leaders have bound themselve so f i d y to the chariot of the
imperialist bourgeoisie, that to hold up the establishment of
united working dass action against f
h until they deign to
give their agmment to it, only means to lose petiow tim,
means to
the interests of the working c h of demw
MCY and peace. The enemy dws not wait. At every step it
m a k use of the ubmce of internatid working dass unity.
The p m r hernational situation imperatidy h a n d s
that the working c h , despite the existence as yet in their
W s t of various ideologid viewpoints and ~ p l i h l
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trends, h d 4 m m o n lanpge as soon as possible in the
struggle against fasdsm, and put into operation a single int a t i d policy that bars the way to the fascist plunderers
and incendiaries of war, and paraam the CBW of pace
beween the peoples.
The fulfilment of the iEka which is m a & q in the ranks of
the Iabor movement tegardmg the d i n g of an i n t m t i o w l
worked conference of representatives of the organizations of
the working class of all muatries wodd be an exceptionally
important, practid step w this road Such a conference is
necessary for the defense of Spain and China. It is n e m
for the ptoreEtion of the socia gains of the working class and
of democratic Iibertiea. It is necessary so as to rally together
all forces of t h e international proItmiat against the wrecking course adopted at Munich. An intematiod workers' conference would outhe sped& measures to secure that the
declarations regarding aid to the Spanish and Chinese peopIen
do not remain mete wish but be d y arried into life. The
representatives of the wide prolttaFian masses would jointly
d i m how in deeds to effect an mbmgo on goods dispatched
to the fascist murderers of women and chiIdren ia Spain and
a boycott of tbe g d s of the ffascist aggmmrs, how in deed
to secrcre the necessmy food for the Spanish people, how in
deeds to secure the return of the gold Ixhging to rhe Sp&
government that is withheld by the Bank of France, the rekase of the f r o m Spanish media in various comtries, how
in deedr to stam for the Spanish republic the right and the
po&J;ty to put&
dl that it needs for its existence, how
in deeds to p r m t belligerent rights being granted to Franm,
the hangman of the Spd& people, bow in deeds ur secure
the stopping of the htt~~mtion
in Spain and the withdrawal
of the fascist
of Italy and Germany that are carrying
on &tit brigaadage there.
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Such a conference will be able to mobilize all the forces and
resources of the warkmg class and of international ~ u b t i c
opinion to secure the most speedy victory of the just cause of
the Spanish people. Finally, such a conference would help to

csdlish the much needed united action of the workrag dass
im-If, to establish a single and cwrect international policy for
it. And it would give a powerful impetus to the development of
the united front of the intemarimal proletariat and of the
peoples against fasdsm, againse rhe unleashing of a second
imperialist war.
Let it not be said that the d i g of an international workers' conference is an impossible h g . True, the agents of fa%
cism, the pro-fascist, a n t i h u n i s t elements, the enemies of
working class unity will do everything to prevent such a conference. But rnillims of o r P W workers, all working class
leaders who are true to their c h and their people, and understand the need for united, working dass action and for rallying all the anti-fascist forces, regardkss of organizational and
party &ation, will want such a cmference.
The fascist dictators and the representatives of the imperiaist cliques are conapirihg among themselves dgdinst the
interests of the working class, against & interests of the peopks and of the awe of world peace. Why cannot the representatives of the workers' &es
and organizations come
together and settle matters in the interests of the wofking
class, in the interests of the peoples and world peace? Why
cannot the l a k movtment of a11 count& unite its forces
against f&,
the common enemy of all working people, of
all m&d?
Why cannot the repmentatives of the organized workers
of Britain, France, Spain, China ai~dthe USA.,the hdinavian and other cout~trk,jointly with the workers of the
Soviet Union, come together at an international conference
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and invest the great cause of iateraational proletarian solidarity with red, effective strength?
Now, after h i & , all these questions faee every working
class organization, every worker, every leader of the Iabor
movement. They compel them to ponder &ply. And the d y
correct reply to all these guestions is to csst aside the rottm
mguments of the sabotestrs of united action, a d to tuke pratical steps to establish the world frmt of the i n t e r n a r i d
prolet&t and of tk peoples againrt furcistn,

VI.
WEEDING from this conviction, and basingi d f on the

r'

d for unity of &ns

of advanced workers thtoughout
the world, the Communist International has endeavored to
utilize every, even the slightese, pwibility and has not missed
a single appropriate opportunity to achieve united action of
the iatemtiona1 working class. It would be useful now to d
to mind the most imporeant concrete steps of the Communist

International in this-direction.
When the fascists m e to power in Germany, the Communist International, in February, 1933, addressed a proposal to
the Second International regarding joint action against fascism When the Spanish proletariat, in 1934, rose up with
arms in hand against the monarchist-£as& reaction, the Communist International, in O d x r , 1934, proposed to rhe Second Xntemtiond on cany through a joint campaign in aid of
the Spanish proletariat.
In April, 1935, the b i a t e r n proposed tbat joint May
First demonstrations be carried though a p b t f
h and
war. At that time it wrote about the danger of the outbreak
of a new imperialist war, and about the need to muster the
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forces of the i n t e n a r i d proktariat against the Geman

aad Japanese -makers:
'The h u a i s t International has invariably promod the
the Cmmuaist and Socialiw Parties for the
a m t s
j&t sctuggle s+t
the common enemits of the working class
in all capcountries. Bven~h v e happeaad of late wbich
d
d impcrd~ely,kywbcyond nntioaaf &es,
the pint infernathal ation of tk -Fig
rim: rhe reintroddo11 of general c&@n
by the f d t Hider grwernment; its war
threats against Lithuania and the other Baltic states, against
Austria, Ad e s p d l y against t h ~Soviet Union; the acute in~ c a t i a nof &t danger of an imperialist war instigated by
Hitler Germany and itr alliq military-faseisr J a p n and fascist

Poland."

When the immediate danger of an onslaught by fascist
Itdy hung over Ethiopia, the Comm&t International, on
September 25, 1935, issued a call for common aaion against
this onslaught. h the appeal of the Executive Committee of
the Comintem to the Second International it stated in this
regard:
Tk Seventh Gmpea of the Chmndst IatemaoiotlaI instructed the Executive Committee of the U
t In&=ti& to am&
the Ieadcrship of tbe Lzbor and &idkt
htemadonal with tk p r d ta d r i g h *hernational unity
of d o n of the pwletatiat. We know that your Emtive Commime decidtd ftmdamenmIly to cxcllamitlE the deckiw1s of tbe
Stvtnth b g r e s of the C
o Inernatid
~
&fore
~ adopting a p s i & on the y e s t i e m of unity of a&.
A d in d c r
ta give you this pudnhty we wished to wait -hat
before
malting our cmmte p p d for ncgooiaths an this subjw.
But tk i n t m t W s i ~ h
is so strained, the dmger of tbe
outbreak of new i m p d i s t w ir so =ing
md so ctore
that rhett is 1l0r m hour to losem
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When the war against Ethiopia &red up, the Gdntm~
once agah prved
to the Second International to
joint action by the international proletariat against the war.
In corneaion with the fascist revolt in Spain, the Cwnremunist International, in October, 1936, made a
garding the adoption of urgent m e a s w for joint aetiw on
Wf of the Spanish
After the nefarious bombardment of Almeria by a German n a d squadron, when the ineervention of German and I&
fascism began to assume
wide dimensions, the Executive Committee of the Conintern
qmtedly instructed its representatives, the Fmch h d w
Cachin and Tho- to communiate with De Bmudrere, chairman of the Secxrnd b m m a t i o d , with a view to establishiig
pwmment contact and to employing joint egom for the ~ 3 t a b b e n t of a united front of the international workig
class.

O n June 3, 1937, the Communist International, at the reof the Sodalist Party, trade unions and Communist
Party of Spain, once again proposed to tk Second and Amsterdam Internationals to organize joint action of the organizations of the international pmletariat against fascist
aggression.
On June 26, 1937, after the fall of Bilbao, the Cornintern

quest

repeated its pm+.

M a y 1, 1938, the Communist International once again
proposed to the Second International to estabhh united working class action in the struggle against fascism.
A few months before Munich and
directly preceding
the Munich pIob the represenratives of the Communist International approached De Brouckere, the &an
of the Second
Intemationd, with the pmposal to establish permanent eontad between the leadership of the intmtional o r g h t i o n s
of the working class and urgently to take joint action to ward
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ofF the f k t blow aimed at Czechodovak'ia and the cause of

wosld p c e .
Howmet, all these p~sposrrlswere turned d m . That is
how the leadership of the Second International acted under
the pressute of its reactionary, anti-Carnmuaist wing under
the pressure of the mmks of the united front.
This policy, of course, was and is cordially weIcomed by
the fascist aggressors. It renders it easier for them to ensIave
the working peopIe in their own countries and to attack other
peoples and countries. Every day rhe events of international
life adduce ever new proofs of the ruinous character of the
policy of splitting the labor movement which many reactionary leaders in the ranks of the Second International and of
the Intefnationd Federation of Trade Unions obstinately
continue to pursua
It would be incorrect to assert rhat the head International
and -1.F.T.U. have not officially occupied themselves with
questions of aid for the Spanish republic. They have adopted
many resoIutions, and several of their leaders haw made quite
g m d speeches in this regard. But there is a gaping void between these words md the mtual deeds.
Thw, for example, at a joint conference of the Labor and
SociaIist International and the International Federation of
Trade Unions, held on June 24, 1937, the following decision
was

taken:

"To employ ail pos&Ie m n r to exert pressure on the gwernmenes of states btlon@g to the League of Nations, so that
the latter may render assistance to the Spanub government in
restwing its @tical and territorial independcnee.
'To demand the restoration of freedom of trade w that the
Spanish government may bt able freely to pPlrchaae a m .
'To extend the
obhgitims of solidarity in r e l a b to
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r e p u b h Spain to d members rnrd aU the respective orgmi&mu

belonging ta both bdies."

(Myi W D . )

In March, 1938, at a joint session of the Executive Committees of the Sociakt and Trade Union Internaeio~& a still
more determined mIution was adopted It was stated in it
that the

fnternatimah:

.

". . demand action of d their -ions so as to render
immediate and effective aid to repubhcan Spain and its heroic
struggk agaiost f k t aggression. They must be reedy to sup
p r t tbe French a d British pvcmments in all measures of a
m o d , political, finanrid, PC-*C
md mifilmy chmacter, which
should prove u, bt mcasary for prepring the end of German
and ItaIian intervention."

(My i t a l i 4 . D . )

Such are the words of the Second and Amsterdam Internationals. But in deeds the decision taken at this very session
regarding the organization of meetings, demonstrations and
other measures to mobiie the mwes and public opinion in
defense of the Spanish people, was not carried o u t The partia
of the Second International and the organhtions of the
International Fedmtion of Trade Unions were not mobilized
to put into practice the resoIutions adopted
These decisiuns make it an obligation on all the organha.tions and all the members of the Socialist Parties to carry
them into fife, but in deeds the governments of a number of
countries led by Socialists, by members of the Second Intern.
tioaal, and S u d i s t ministers in governments act directly mntrary to these decisions. At the time when the Second a
d
Amsterdam Internationals were adopting the resolution regatding t
k need to apply d o l l s of an ecoaomic, p o l i d
and military character, S d i s t m i n i s t ~ swere q d m g in
the name of their governments at the League of Nations in
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favor of the annulment of Paragraph 16 of the League Covenant which provides for such sanctions. The Socialist Spaak,
Ptime Minister of Belgium, who used most shameful government orders far the persecution of International Brigade volunteers and for the +sion
of migrunts who had fled from
the fascist $ague in G e m m ~ yand Austria, stubbornIy sabotage dl support far the Spanish people, is striving to secure
the recognition by Belgium of the fascist government at
Burps and truckles in every way to the fascist pogrom-

Berlin.
The Sadist & i

mongers of

~ s in the governments of the Sean&navian counsies are in duty bound to carry through t
k&
ciaions of their International. N o h g muid prevent the governments of these coufltries from selling ro the Spanish peoples
all that it needs for its defense against Italian and German
bombing planes, m save the women and children of Spain
from the death-dealing fascist bomb. But in deeds the governments headed by the Socialists have nor only failed to do tlus,
but they keep frozen the ctedits of the Spanish republic with
the aid of which it would be p d l e to save millions of Spanish children and their mothers from starvation.
In Great Britain, a number of leaders of mde unions and
af the Labor Party, who play a decisive role in derermining
their policy, in contradistinction ro the growing sympathy and
support: of the Spanish people by the British workers, give
their government the posiibiiity of using the hallmark of
non-intervention to stifle republican Spain. The very same
h h r leaders who sang the praises of Chamberlain when k
flew to Berchtesgaden and Munich, concinuc to oppose unity
of the international working class and joint aaion by it in
support of the Spanish and Chinese peoples.
The French Socialist Party, one cf the leading parties of
rhe Second International, at one rime, particularly when its
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representatives were at tbt head of the governmmt of France,
pmsessed wide paabilities of carrying tk decisions of the
Internatiohal into life. But the party leader*
did not make
use of thee possibilities.
b e could go on a d on ta describe the crying con&
tion htween the wurds md deeds of tespnsible v t a tiveg of the Second and h w r d a m Internationals. But what
has already been said is quite s&nt.
Yet the faets testify that numerous units of the working
class want in deeds a determined struggle against fascism,
want real aid for Spain and China. They show the leaders of
their orpizations how the frght should be c o n d d against
fascism, how the forcat ought to be united for thig struggle.
A splendid example, one which will go down as a
aad h d page in the history of the smuggle agaiast fascism,
in the history of the suuggle for unity of the *anks of the
workiag C18gq is provided by the I n t d d
Brigades in
Spain. T h e batdons of volunteers made up of Germans,
F&eq
Britkhts, Gnad'ians, Americans, Italians, Poles,
men of the Balkans, and of many other couatrks, which covered themselves with undying glory in rhe battles against fascism, were made up of &nun+
Sociakts, and a number
of other a d - f d t s . Adhtrtnse to Werent + t i d p a n k
did npr prevent them from taking up arms aad coming to the
defense of the muse of all advanad and progressive mankind T k y redly wmted to fight ugpinst fusn'sm. Hercia
lies the M e t of thew unity and the st- of their suocess.
And it is clear to everyldy that he who really want to anduct a
against fasdsm will not search for endless
exto dkupt united actim by the working class.
Millions of workers stand for the policy of'active support
of republican S p k They &ounce the policy of %on-inttrvention" and b
d its annulment. They seek to securt for
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the Spanish government the right to purchase a n n ~ ,and demand the withdrawal of the interm&&
T h y share their
crusts of bread to aid the women and children of Spain. he
big m u r a t that have been, and continue to be, gathered ia
various countries in aid of the Spaaish people speak more
eloquently than any words of the fraternal inrermtiod solidarity of the working people.
When the seamen of three Swedish steamers refused to
transport s u p p h for the insurge114 when the workers in a
&n
of countxies refused to load military supplies and
goods for the fascists, they showed an example to the Ieaders
of the trade unions and Sod-Demomatic Parties of how to
act. Among these seamen there were undoubtedy p p I e who
belonged to various politid parties and who had diflerent
viewpoints on many questions. But they realIy wanted to fight,
and united on the basis of common action against the fascist
insurgents and intcrvtntionists, who arc sowing death on
Spanish soil.
O n e can findmany such examples. And their number would
be irnmeastlrdbly greuter if this action were led and organm&
by the umapmding w o r k class orpizatiotls. Every day
brings fresh proofs of the growing readiness of the d t s of
the working dass to employ increasingly effective measures
so as to put an end to the policy of their guvetnmend policies,
which are helping to strangle the free peoples and are encouraging the fascist aggressors.
Alive in rhe minds of millions of workers is the exwience
of the struggle dg&rt tk counter-mddionmy intmenrion,
directed against the Soviet Republic in 1918-20. The w o r k i i
class at that time compelled the bourgeois governments to
retreat, the latter were compelled to a h d o n the dispatch of
troops and military supplies, and the open supptt of the
White Guard counter-revolution. The proletariat of the mpi34

talist countries achieved t
b by their detwmined action. The
ref& to load and t t a t ~ ~ p troop
rt
and supply shrps, strikes
of work- meetings and demonstrations, the refusal of soldiers to toghr against the Land of the Soviets and revolts on
w a r s h p and in expeditionary units--alI this heIped the workers and peasants of .the Soviet country finally to d the
iatewentionirrta.
This historic experience ghows how tremendous are the forces
p o m d by the working class, and how it a n frustrate intervention direaed against a people fighting for its liberty
and independence.
The Communists, basing themselves on the entire experience
of the struggle of the international proletariat, and proceeding ftvrm the great tasks which face them, wiU join with all
supporters of the united front in the ranks of the Second International and the Trade Union Intenaational in waging a
s t i l l more energetic md tenacim mug& for the fighting
unity of the r& of the pbtatizrt both itr separate countries
and on an international d e , will wage an unswerving struggle for the anti-fascist people's frpnt, The obstinate resistance
of the saboteurs of the muse of unity cannot stop the Communists and dl other supporters of the united front from
f u l f i g thi historic tdsk, on the soIution of which depends
the success of the struggle against fascist reaction within the
capitalist countria and against fascist onslaught from wibut.

T b e can be no insurmo~ubleobstrlcles to the achievement of the srrzited rlctim-so much rieeded*
the intermk t working class rnwemm. Let there but h a &tly
dear understanding by the working clam itself of tht need
for such unity and the h n , unshakable wiU to bring it into
being &spite alI &tachs. The whde qumtitm i s to bring
tbis unity about ar rapidly as possible a d to enswe r fm
bm's for it. And then the fa&t inceaWcs of war and the
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reactionary ckques iD ottber c o u n h will receive a compleu
and be doomed to inevitable defeat.

&c

The fascist a-rs

are beating the drums about their
'Munich victory." They are making f d o u s preparations for
new bandit conspiracies and c r k They ate helped in this
by the worst e n e m k of the working class and of socialism
in the hurgeois-democratic countries. Men of little fairh,
capituIators, cowards bow their heads before the fascist jack-

boots.
But the fascists are celebwting p r m t w e l y . Their "victory"
is a Pyrrhic victory, a victory which is fraught with defeat for
them. They have engulfed Austria, but m i l k s of the Austrian people hate them. They have seized the Sudetenland,
but have roused the wrath of the peoples of Gechoslcvakia
to ttbe utmost limits against themselves. They have a s b e d
Czechoslovakia, but have roused all the smaU nations against
rhemdelw. They are shedding the blood of the Spaaish people, but nventy million Spaniards pronounce the name of the
German intemntionis~with h a d . The fascists, by their
effrontery, are rousing the whok world against tknselves.
By their r e v i d of the monstrous o b s c ~ t i s mand Inquisition of the Middle Ageq by Jewish pogroms which far
out& the most mnguhry deeds of the "Black Hundreds"
of tsarist Russia they are calling forth the most profound
in+tion
of mankind By their brigandage and conquests
they are undemhhg the gmund beneath heir feet. And the
hour of vengeance will come. A united working ctass together
with the dedemtwzatie forces of the peoples are in a position to
curb the fascist vioIators and warmongers, and together with
the peoples of the fascist countries to a s h f 6 .
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T h e are not, nor can t h e be, such forces in the world
which can turn hick the wheel of htm-cul de~dvpnunt.T h
future b e h g s not to rotten, declining capitelism, md its
@sonous atld foul-mulling ces@-fascism,
but to uscending socialism, towmds which me turned the eyes of dl working people, of all ddvanced -kind.

THE TWEN'IY-FIRST ANNIVERSARY
OF THE GRJUT OCTOBER SOCIALIST
REVOLUTION

Mataiifesto of the Executive Committee of the Communirt
I n t e r n a t i d , is&
on November 7,1938

P"

OLETARIANS and working people of dl lands!
Today the Soviet people mark the twenty-first year
of their great socialist revolution, of their heroic struggle, of
their world historic victories.
At the time when the peoples of the Soviet republic are mpleting the consmaion of classless socialist society and are
advaudag fulI of mnhdeace towards eommu&tn, the c a p i d
ist worId is in the throes of an ominous war fever.
Tfu second imperialist war, a r o b k war for a new reparrition of the earth, has irt fact akeady begun. It is already
raging in various cornem of the globe. In Spain and in Chioa
the f d t butchers are doing their abominable work. Over
5W,OOO,COO human beings have been hurled into the abyss of
bloody destruction. War threatens to spread to new territories
and so involve new peoples. Hundreds of d m s of peopIe
are menaced with attack by the faxiat beasts of prey.
Never yet, as duxing these days of fascist brigandage, have
the masses of the people of the capidkt countries had such a
attong and profound f&g of theit bIood-bond with the
great land of d&m. The peoples see in the U.S.S.R.
the bdwark of their struggle for liberty and independence, the
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embodiment of their age-old aspirations. They see that the
Soviet people, thanka to the proletariaa dhtorship, have
withstood a host of enemies, have maintained and consolidated
their independence, have built d a h m
Towering aloft like a rock of granite before millions of
people in the capitalist world, which is in the grip of confusion
and disintegration and is on the threshold of a new economic
c r k is the land of victotiow sociahn Gnsciws of its
strength, the S o ~ e land
t
pursues im path wirh resolute and
tranquil step. The jusmesg of ia =use constirutes its greatness. Its hand is formidable to enemies and will not fail to
succor frien& Its Stalinist word is inviolable. It is with anfidence that it Imks into its future. Inexhawtible are the material and moral f m of the Soviet Ian&
The gigantic scope of A
t indumy, the enormous
progress of the coUmive farms, the growing prosperity of
the masses, the bIoawming of a life that is full of joy and
h a p p i n m u these have united the Soviet people with communism forever.
The unity of the workers and pcasancs, the unity of the
people and the Bolshevik Party, and the Sovier government,
the unity of the natiDnaIitie.s that inhabit the U.SSl., the
unity of the working people throughwt the world and their
pat fatherlanhndet the Soviet power an invincible force.
The glorious Party of Lenin and Sealin embodied and consolidated this moral and politid unity of the Soviet people
in the great S d i n Consriturion, that chatter d nationwide
s&t

dwnoeraq.

The Soviet land will yield to no one its achievemeuts, its
inexhauseibk riches. The frontiers of the Sovitt countty are
inviolable. On the borders of the U.S.SR tbete sm&, unyielding, the strongest army h the world, th Red Atmy of
socialism. By the legwn it taught the Japanese cutthroats at
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Lake K h a n it provided a clear examplt of how the cause
of peace should be defended By wiping out the gang of Trotskyite-Bukbarinite spies, the Soviet peopIe reaches how om
should d u c t rhe struggle against traitors, capituhtors a d
t d e s of tht people, By its unswentiag Ioyalty ta the obligations it had undemken, the soviet government, during the
~ c h 0 s crisis,
W showed how agreements should be kept
and collective security defended. Only the Soviet people s u p
potted and continues to support the Spanish
against
the violence of the plunderers and the treachery of their accomplices. Only the Sovier Union stretches out a helping hand
to the Qlinese people. &Iy
the I
dof the proletarian dictatorship, supfemely, with Stalinist courage and s d w a m e s ,
upholds the muse of liberty thmughout the worId
The p a t material power of &gathers strength with
every hour. MilIions of working people everywhere are turning towards it. The rcvolueionizkg influence of mcialism over
du peopks is a sollrce of fear w world zeacth. World reaction w i s h to turn back the w h d of history, It H unIeashing
the wild fascist beast against the land of m c d b , a p h its
own peoples. In their m o d hatred of
of the international working dass of e w r y demcxratic movemen& the
imperiPIist cliques of Britain and France concluded a counterrmlutionuy d a n c e with German and Italian fascism. The
Muaich agreement war not only a Mow at Czechodwukk. It
is a far wider imperialist conspirq. It is a conspiracy against
the small n a b which Britain and France are betraying to
the f h r plunderers. It is a conspiracy against the Spanish
repubkc, whodsc heroic people they wish to place in bandage
to the German and Italiaa violators. It is an odaughr on the
French people, around whost neck German and &I
fascism
are drawing the m ever tightti. It is an onslaught on the
British people, against whom war is Wig prepated by its age40

old enemy4erman imperialism. It is a treacherous blow
against the Geman people, whose edavement becomes severer
the greater the concesbm made to the happen of the working people of G e m m y . It is against & people's front move
ment, against the inrematid proleearkt that the Munich
conspiracy is w e d , It is against world peace that the blow
is directed by the E u l d conspirators, who come forward
hypocritically in the role of 'tsavio~of pace.''
Not pace was saved by the British and F d reactionaries;
what they did was to save Geman fascism from cokpe.
They suengchened Hider's position for the conduct of a
major war'.
Workers!
Waa it possible to p-rve
ment of 6echoslwakiaP

Y q comrades, it

peace and avert

tk dismember-

was!

Neither from the milimry nor the economic poiat of view
Hider Germany ready for wat. It was ladung in raw
materials, fmdsds and h a n d resources. Its f o d k t i m
were not complebed. Its army did not poa~esstrained personnel
in s&cient quantity, The rear of German fascism ronstitud
a terrible danger to it. The Getman people had no d&
for
war. They were fded with deep h t e n c A wave of popular indignation threatened, if war broke out, to sweep away
the fascist adveacutets.
Ranged against Germaay were forces on whose side was tbt
werwhekaing preponderance. Czechoslovakia pwrsed an excellent army and was protected by a system of &st&
fortrtssers. The British and French fietts were in a p i t i o n to
ensure the biockade of Gwmany. A&
by the Soviet Union
would have given rise to a powerful wave of the anti-fascist

was
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.

mowment in defense of the just muse of the ~eopIes.Faced
by such forces, Germn fascism would hare bad no a l t a r i r e
but to reheat. But the British bourgeoisie who dragged France
in the wake of their policy did not want to permit this political

defeat of the fascist p d a m z e of Europe. Britain and France
did everyrhii p i b k to compel CzedmIovakia to apitulate.
By exerting unheatddf pressure, by supporting the German
blackmail by threatening to rake the side of Germany, they

Czech ggovetnment to accept the bandit u1timatum of German fascism.
The Munich maspiracy took place because the. reactionary
bourgeoisie decided to resist by every m e w the formation of
an international peace front together with the Soviet Union,
Not at any price would they permit a powerful movement of

succeeded in getting the

the peoples against fascism. Having in advance come to agreement with the German fascists, and having distributed the
roles, the British reactionaries organized the deception of the
peoples with the aid of tht farce. of ostentatious military
mobilization in Britain and France. The Munich maspiracy
was able to take place b u s e the hypocritial advocates of
French ~demomcy"preferxd cowardly capitulation to a
policy of resisting the aggtwt, bethe capihllators broke
the determination of the p p k to struggle by sanctimoniously
preaching the pacifistcreed of peace at any price. The Munich
mmpitacy was facilitated by the fact that the w o r k dass,
as a m l t of the splittins capitulatoty policy of the leaders
of the Second Intemtiotral, was unable to muster its form
so as to frustrate the aimd conspiracy of German fascism
and of British reaction.

Proletarians, workiag peopIe!
Now, when millians of people are a s b g themselves what
is the way out of the situation created by the Munich consphacp, we Communists say: The policy of crfpid~tiondid
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not and doer not swe petwe. I t hnr rjready led to wm. Ethiopia and Spain, Manchuria and China, Austria and Czech*
&*ch
are the blood-stained landmarks of this policy,

of the policy of conce&ons to fascism. By weakening the peace
for- by strengthening the f d t aggressors, it h e l p them
to unleash new, even more destructive wars, brings closer a
monstrous conflagration of world irn~eriaistwar. There is
only one way by which to save peace, aamdy, the way of m e
lute struggle againts the fascist aggressor.
He who does not fight for peace cwnot avert wm.
To fight for peace meam that in edch country the liberty
of the people must be defended against the reactionary bourgeoisie. Just as the feudal nobility during the period of the
coIIapse of feudalism plotted with the enemies of France
against the French repubfiq so now in the epoch of decaying.
capitalism, the reactionary bourgeoisie in alliance with Germatr fascism are brandishing the sword over the heads of their
own peoples.
A successful fight for peace cannot be wnducted unless
ruthless blows are dealt at those who bettay their country and
their people. The fascist aggressors, who haw a t off all
restrain^ m o t be curbed unless a resolute struggle is undertaken against the eapitulators in one's own country.
The peoples cannot entrust the fate of their countries to
govemmnm which conspire with foreign fascism against their
own peoples, T6ty cannot entnrst either the defense of the
country or annamenm to such govertunentsh It is against the
w o r h g class, against all labofkg people, against the liberation struggle of other peoples that these d o n a r y governments d l direct their guns.
The adition for a sctctwful struggle to strengthw ehe
cause of pis to rephce the governments of national
w i d e r y and shame in the countries menaced by fascist blows
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from without, by government8 that are ready to rep& the
faedst aggressors. A government of real national salvation annot p w u e the ruinous path of a p i t u l a t h It will -duct
a ruthlesf smuggle against eapituIators and agents of foreign
f
h It will ruthlessly ctush the £as& machinario~~~
of
reaction at home. It will purge the army of the fascist wemits
of its own people. It will establish teal mtml by the working dass over the defease of the amtry. It will disam the
fascist leagues and make the working class orgamktions the
m a h a y of the country's defense. It will conduct a consistent
policy of collective security and will not s h k from employing d o m i against the aggressor. With she aid of such governments, that ate ready w use anned force to, defense of the
liberty and the independence of their peoples, it will be possible
for a firm fmnt of the peoples to arise which will compel the
fascist aggremm to respect frontiers and keep the peace
M y through the medium of rm alliance of peopfes conducting a sef-sam'jicing struggle for the c a s e of peace is it
possrbk to frustrate the criminal plans of the instigators of
war. A defense cordon of anned peopla who have joined their
forces with the great Soviet people will doom fascism to
i m p t e a and hasten on its defeat and its inevitable ruin.
At the time when f
h has already set about the repartiuon of Europe, when it is cripplii other peoples and tearing
them to pieces, the tusk of the working class now is to k d d
the liberation struggle of the enslmed nations and tk defense
of the peoples theatened by foreign domination. The nation
is not the gang of fascists, reactionary financiers and industrial
magnates who rob and betray the people. The nation is the
many dlions of workers, peasants and working people generally-dx people that is devoted to its country, c h i s h e s its
k t y and defends ia hdepedence. Just as in Spain and
China where the people are fighting with arms in hand, and
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in Austria and Gecfmdovakia, so a h in a l l exrun& menaced with fadst invasion from withouh only the working
dass can rally, muse and lead the people to a victorious struggle for national liberation. The w o r k class is the backbone
of the nation, the bulwark of its l k t y , dignity and indc-

pend~rc~

Workers!

of the
Do not let y o d v e s be led astray by the
bourgeois politicians to the people's front. Let the traitors
break with the people's front movement. Their departure will
only be a gain to it. You are faced with a big and noble task
-not only to strengthen but also to extend the front of rhe
people. New people and new sections of the population, who
do not barter the fate of their country and their people, will
join with you in the struggle against-reactionary-&tq in

& struggle to sare the &e.
Who~aa.hroutthisbmdfroatagainstfasdsrbrigandage? Only a united m k i n g class.

Theworking~isthegmurtfarmiamodwa&ey.
It is the r d master of Ihe world, if it is united.

In the face of the intematiod compiracy of f+

inter-

nutbid ~ 4 i r r gc h unity has become a matter that brooks
no delay. The CommuniPt Intematiotla catries on an wrd
g struggle for this unity. It ha rcpeatediy made the
proposal to the Labor and Socialist Intemationd to egtablish
united a&
by the internationaI worfcing c k MiKons of
workers t h u g h u t the worId demand unity. Unity is desired
by many Sod-Dem-tic
and trade union organhatiom.
But this unity inot wanted by the readormy leaders cntrenched ia the leadership of the Second International and in
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a number of ~ - D e r n o c c a t i Parties
c
and trade unions. They
systematidly disrupt the formation of a united, anti-fascis~

working clasa fighting front. It is they who, while retreating
seep
conduct a bless, slanderous
- b -y step before f&
the
land
of
mcialiism. It is they who gather
-pip
up with a 80hitous hand from the -1
of fascism the
Trotskyite agents of the k p o , whom they allow to do
wredring work in the. labor movement with impunity. It is
they who, by their policy of non-interyention, have helped
the hangmen who seek to strangle republican Spain. It is they
who, without protcsg accepted the Munich ultimatum, hypom i t i d y d e c h q it to be a supreme victory for the cause of
peace. It is they who, after Munich, continue the same policy

-

of splits and capitulation, the policy of disintegrating the labor
movement. Without a daily and -lute
mggle against tficse
enemies of working c b unity, these agents of the bourgeoisie,
it is impossible to &e
the cohesion of the r d s of the
prolemiar. Now it is not enough to declare oneself a supporter of unity; now one must boMy put it into b m e d h
practice on a lo& d e , as our Spanish brothers have done.
Working cluss mithe name of the peopb who ate
o p p d by fascism; in the name of the b t i o n smuggle of
che A d a n p q 1 e against alien domination, of the struggle
of the peoples of W o s I o v a k a against the &&mt
of their c o u n q , and against the arbitraty conduct of Germat1 imper&

Working elm unit*
the name of the heroic Sp&
peopk, against whom the corrspiratoa of Munich are preparhg the next blow. Arms and foodsh~ffsfor the f;gbting SFish republic! Lift the shameful blockade! Drive the German
interventionists f tom Spanish territoty.
Working cluss u n i t p i n the name of tht heroic Chipeoplt. Suppmt China with arms and credits! Economic saas

and &I
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tiom against the Japanese aggressor! No wat materials, no
credits for the Japanese pIunderer!
Working clars unitthe name of the workers' most
urgent in&
in thk name of alI the peoples whose 6
~endeaceis m e a d by German fascism, in the name of
peace w b i j l is at stake!
Proletmic#w of dl I d s , mite, so as to lay the founddim
of unity of the peoples ugainrt fascist aggression!
Proletar& working people of all muntrics, strengthen the
fraternal fighting aUiance with the great Swiet people.
The U.S,S.R is the imprepbIe fomess of socialism, the
guarantee of the oncoming victory of the interaarioml woking
The U.S.S.R. is a powerful buttress of peace and fraternity
between the peoples.
The land df v-&toriowsocialimn is au i n d e s d k bulwark
of the peoples throughout the world in the struggle against

&.

f e tdment.

Lung Eve the -t
S o h union,the forttess of w d i m ,
liberty and of the mdep&a
of the peoples!
Long live international working & unity!
Long live the Sparush
hghting with arms in hand in
defeme of their l i r t y !
Long be the CErinese people, waging a liberation q l e
for rheir independmceI
Long live the people's front against fascism in all countries1
Long fiw the world-wide front of the peoples a&st the
fascist aggressors!
Long live socialism!

